Disposal Rate for the Compact Waste Disposal Facility

1. **Base Disposal Charge:**

   1A. Waste Volume Charge: Charge per cubic foot ($/ft^3)
       Class A Low-Level Radioactive Waste (LLRW) $100
       Class B and C LLRW $1,000
       Sources - Class A: $500
   1B. Radioactivity Charge
       Curie Inventory Charge ($/mCi): $0.05 $0.40
       Maximum Curie Charge (per shipment) (excluding C-14): $220,000/shipment

2. **Surcharges to the Base Disposal Charge:**

   2A. Weight Surcharge - Weight (lbs) of Container: Surcharge ($/container)
       Greater than 50,000 lbs: $20,000
   2B. Dose Rate Surcharge - Surface Dose Rate (R/hour) of Container: Surcharge per cubic foot ($/ft^3)
       Greater than 500 R/hour: $400
   2C. Irradiated Hardware Surcharge
       Surcharge for special handling per shipment: $75,000/shipment